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FORWARD BY PAUL JEFFELS

Throughout the ancient world, right up until almost the

fall of the Roman Empire, Egypt was regarded as the

cradle of civilization. The Christians and Muslims made

strenuous efforts through the Dark Age and the Medieval

Period to eradicate the cultural legacy of Egypt. Their

principle weapon was to forbid knowledge of Egyptian

writing and language.

However, so many Greek and Roman accounts of the glo-

ries of Egypt survived in classical writings that these mis-

guided efforts only served to increase interest in philo-

sophical circles, and to create an aura of mystery and

forbidden fruit around Egyptian wisdom and culture.

This was increased by the reputation in classical writing

of Egypt as the land of magic, and the numerous refer-

ences to Egypt in the Christian’s Bible.

Furthermore, in philosophical circles there were to be

found numerous references to the ‘Hermetic Texts’. Until

the 16th Century only Latin versions of parts of these

texts existed. By the 16th Century scholars had been

searching for the complete texts for 1,000 years. When

the Greek versions of almost all of the texts turned up
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they caused a sensation and had a major influence on the

Renaissance.

The Hermetic Texts are Egyptian wisdom with a Greek

overlay, written (probably) in Alexandria around 200 CE.

By the 17th Century they were regarded a frauds. When

the exoteric aspects of Egyptian writing were translated

in the 19th Century it became apparent that a strong

Egyptian element was contained in these texts, and it

began a process of re-evaluating the influence that Egypt-

ian culture and wisdom has on modern society and

thought.

Civilized Values

Egyptian culture was based on Maat—the rightness of the

Universe. Maat could be described as ‘that which sup-

ports the Principle of Being’. Egyptians believed in an

animated universe, in which the Principle of Being was

the most manifest aspect of the One Great God. Con-

sequently they constructed their society on the basis of

working Maat—supporting the Principle of Being.

To this end they were the first culture to abolish human

sacrifice, and to enshrine in law the notion that every

human being has the right to life. This meant that murder

and violent crimes against the individual attracted severe

punishment, and the State could only punish people after

due process of law had taken place. Every culture and

civilization that has endured for any length of time has

adopted this principle, demonstrating that it is truly fun-

damental knowledge about the fabric of the Universe.

It is the basis of the US constitution, and UN charter.
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Working through the implications of this core principle,

lawmakers reasoned that in order to support life, people

need food, accommodation, possessions, and clearly

defined relationships with other people. All of these

became enshrined in Egyptian law.

The Organization of Thought

By observing reality the Egyptians noted that Maat gen-

erally worked through repeating patterns. So they set out

to observe these patterns and find ways of working with

them. They soon realized that this requires systems to

measure and quantify, partly in order to measure and

control, and partly to prevent the human mind from wan-

dering off into beliefs about reality that deviated from

what was actually there. Consequently they invented a

coherent system of writing enabling the keeping of long

term records, a coherent mathematical system, and an

effective system of weights and measures, enabling them

to quantify effectively.

The Egyptian system of mathematics was still being used

for practical purposes such as land surveying right into

the Middle Ages, as Greek theoretical mathematics was

useless for this purpose.

The Organization of the State

Geographically the Egyptian state was the largest in the

Ancient world before the Assyrian empire. It certainly

lasted the longest—longer than any other state in

recorded history. In part this was because the Egyptians

invented the concepts of state employed public servants,

and independent judiciary. One issue that drove this was
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the annual flood of the Nile. Every year those areas likely

to flood were surveyed and the results recorded in trip-

licate. After the flood subsided these areas were surveyed

again and all boundaries and properties were reinstated.

The results were recorded in triplicate again, ready for

the whole process to repeated next year. This system was

enshrined in Egyptian law, which itself was probably the

most just and incorruptible system that has ever been

devised.

Egyptian law was administered by state appointed judges,

each of whom was dedicated to the pursuit and mainte-

nance of Maat—in her aspect of absolute truth. To this

end all eloquence was banned from legal proceedings.

All submissions by both prosecution and defense had to

be made in writing. The judges took these statements

and then left the courtroom to consider them objectively

before making a judgment. We could do with a system

like that today!

Science and Medicine

Egyptian science and medicine was based entirely on the

practical principle of improving life for people. It oper-

ated entirely within the moral considerations of Maat.

Nothing was done or experimented with that disobeyed

this principle. We could do with this today, a point that

has been made by many modern scientists, including

Albert Einstein and Robert Oppenheimer—both associ-

ated with the invention of atomic weapons.

The Greeks acknowledged that their medical knowledge

came from Egypt. Documentary and archaeological evi-

dence confirms that the Egyptians could treat broken
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bones, flesh wounds, and even skull fractures effectively.

This is very largely because the Egyptians were the first

people to recognize the connection between cleanliness

and health. Cleanliness meant that invasive surgical pro-

cedures could be carried out effectively, and the popula-

tion were much less subject to epidemics. It is estimated

that at the height of the New Kingdom, around 1300

BCE, the population of Egypt was 7 million. In 1800, after

centuries of Islamic occupation, it was only 3 million.

Documentary evidence, both from Egyptian sources and

other civilized countries, tells us that the Egyptians were

very successful in treating psychological disorders. In fact

they were considered the world leaders, an aspect that

derived from their intense studies of the organization of

the mind, and the means of controlling it.

Technology, Art, Craft, and Agriculture

Any person who has seen Egyptian artifacts close up will

have been impressed by the excellence of both the design

and the workmanship. This ethos of practical perfection

was created by the fact that Egyptians saw no separation

between the spiritual and the mundane. Every artifact

served both its immediate purpose and the work of the

Universe in nurturing and supporting Being. The shapes

of hand tools, for instance, are prototypes for the hand

tools we use today. Furniture and jewellery identical to

Egyptian designs can be found in modern high street

stores. Many a recipe served in modern homes and

restaurants graced the tables of the Egyptians 4,000 years

ago.

The jewel in the crown of Egyptian technology was their
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mastery of irrigation and flood management. In many

parts of Egypt irrigation canals that were dug in 2500

BCE still serve their original purpose. All irrigation sys-

tems used today are based on the systems devised by the

Egyptians. It was this organized agriculture that enabled

the Egyptian state to support its huge population, and

have sufficient resources to create the civilization that we

still admire today.

Conclusion

Ancient Egypt was the cradle of our modern western civ-

ilization/culture. Every technology and system we have

today was prefigured in Egypt by 2500 BCE. But we still

have more to learn from Egypt. What we have lost is the

understanding that every action must be directed towards

the greater good, in Egyptian terms the support of Maat,

which in the terms I have used means support of the Prin-

ciple of Being. If the human race would discipline itself

to do this, we could eliminate war, famine, and almost all

crime within a few years. This was the belief of the vision-

aries who wrote the United Nations charter 70 years ago

after the most destructive war in human history. That

belief started in Ancient Egypt, and has continued to

inspire progressive thinkers through the dark years since

the civilization of Egypt was destroyed by invaders.

We would do well to look again at the beliefs of Ancient

Egypt, and their long term success in applying them, learn

the lessons, and apply those understandings and positive

beliefs in our own lives and the modern world in general.

Paul Jeffels

Board Member of Tehuti Research Foundation
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PREFACE

This book is intended to provide a short introductory

overview of some aspects of the Ancient Egyptian civi-

lization that can serve us well nowadays in our daily life

no matter where we are in this world.

Topics presented cover:

– Our place in the universe and its operational system.

– Understanding oneself and how to sort out each’s inter-

nal energies to live happy and healthy.

– Problems and old [Egyptian] remedies of political,

social and economical conditions.

– How to achieve peaceful coexistence between peoples,

land and natural resources; which also deal with having a

clean environment.

– Understanding and implementing harmonic principles

into building construction.

– Appreciation of art, its functions and applications in

harmonic fashion.
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– The timeless nature of the Ancient Egyptian civiliza-

tion.

Moustafa Gadalla

Author
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STANDARDS AND TERMINOLOGY

1. The Ancient Egyptian word, neter, and its feminine

form netert, have been wrongly, and possibly intention-

ally, translated to god and goddess, by almost all acade-

micians. Neteru (plural of neter/netert) are the divine

principles and functions of the One Supreme God.

2. You may find variations in writing the same Ancient

Egyptian term, such as Amen/Amon /Amun or Pir/Per.

This is because the vowels you see in translated Egyptian

texts are only approximations of sounds, which are used

by western Egyptologists to help them pronounce the

Ancient Egyptian terms/words.

3. We will be using the most commonly recognized words

for the English-speaking people that identify a neter/

netert [god, goddess], a pharaoh or a city; followed by

other ‘variations’ of such a word/term.

It should be noted that the real names of the deities (gods,

goddesses) were kept secret so as to guard the cosmic

power of the deity. The Neteru were referred to by epi-

thets that describe particular quality, attribute and/or

aspect(s) of their roles. Such applies to all common terms

such as Isis, Osiris, Amun, Re, Horus, etc.
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4. When using the Latin calendar, we will use the follow-

ing terms:

BCE – Before Common Era. Also noted in other ref-

erences as BC.

CE – Common Era. Also noted in other references as

AD.

5. The term Baladi will be used throughout this book

to denote the present silent majority of Egyptians that

adhere to the Ancient Egyptian traditions, with a thin

exterior layer of Islam. The Christian population of Egypt

is an ethnic minority that came as refugees, from Judaea

and Syria to the Ptolemaic/Roman-ruled Alexandria.

Now, 2,000 years later, they are easily distinguishable in

looks and mannerisms from the majority of native Egyp-

tians. [Read Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed by Moustafa

Gadalla for detailed information.]
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MAP OF EGYPT AND SURROUNDING
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CHAPTER 1.

PRELUDE: 'IMAGINE' BY JOHN LENNON

In 1971 John Lennon released his song ‘Imagine’ that

appears to describe a wishful thinking of an ideal utopia.

The ‘dreamy’ lyrics unknown to its author described the

conditions of the longest civilization in the history of

the world. The following chapters will show that John

Lennon was describing the real lasting civilization of

Ancient Egypt. Here are the lyrics of ‘Imagine’.

Imagine there’s no heaven

It’s easy if you try

No hell below us

Above us only sky

Imagine all the people

Living for today…

Imagine there’s no countries

It isn’t hard to do

Nothing to kill or die for

And no religion too

Imagine all the people

Living life in peace…

1



You may say I’m a dreamer

But I’m not the only one

I hope someday you’ll join us

And the world will be as one

Imagine no possessions

I wonder if you can

No need for greed or hunger

A brotherhood of man

Imagine all the people

Sharing all the world…

You may say I’m a dreamer

But I’m not the only one

I hope someday you’ll join us

And the world will live as one
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CHAPTER 2.

REDISCOVER EGYPT ANEW

Despite the bad image of Ancient Egypt that have been

embedded in our minds, there are two primary certain

acknowledged facts that should get our attention to redis-

cover Egypt anew:

1. The duration of the Egyptian civilization is the longest

in the history of the whole world.

2. Herodotus, the Father of history wrote in 500 BCE:

“Of all the nations of the world the Egyptians are the

happiest, healthiest and most religious.”

These two simple facts should make us wonder how and

why did that happen? One should wonder if some or sev-

eral aspects of this long lasting civilization can help us in

our present times.

Can Egypt be the Ancient Future of the world? Can the

conditions in Ancient Egypt be the archetypal ideal soci-

ety that John Lennon recited in his song ‘Imagine’? The

bold answer is a resounding yes, as will be unfolded

throughout this short book.
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CHAPTER 3.

THE HEAVENLY ANGELS OF EGYPT

3.1 THE HEAVENLY ANGELS OF EGYPT

It is commonly and wrongly popularized that Egyptians

had a confused religious system with an indefinite num-

ber of gods and goddesses!

In reality the so-called “gods and goddesses” of Egypt and

their functions were adopted and renamed “Angles” in

the Bible. The Song of Moses in Deuteronomy (32:43), as

found in a cave at Qumran near the Dead Sea, mentions

the word gods in the plural:

“Rejoice, O heavens, with him; and do obeisance to him,

ye gods”.

When the passage is quoted in the New Testament

(Hebrews, 1:6), the word gods is substituted with

“angels of God”.

3.2 MONOTHEISM & POLYTHEISM

When we ask, “Who is God?”, we are really asking, “What

is God?”. The mere name or noun does not tell us any-
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thing. One can only define “God” through the multitude

of “His” attributes/qualities/powers/actions. To know

“God” is to know the numerous qualities of “God”. The

more we learn of these qualities (known as neteru), the

closer we are getting to our divine origin.

Far from being a primitive, polytheistic form, this is the

highest expression of monotheistic mysticism.

The Egyptians regarded the universe as a conscious act

of creation by the One Great God. The fundamental doc-

trine was the unity of the Deity. This One God was never

represented. It is the functions and attributes of his

domain that were represented. Once a reference was

made to his functions/attributes, he became a distin-

guishable agent, reflecting this particular function/

attribute, and its influence on the world. His various

functions and attributes as the Creator, Healer, and the

like, were called the neteru (singular: neter in the mascu-

line form and netert in the feminine form). As such, an

Egyptian neter/netert was not a god/goddess but the rep-

resentation of a function/attribute of the One God.

The neteru, who were called ‘gods’ by some, were

endorsed and incorporated into Christianity under a new

name, ‘angels’.

3.3 NETERU—THE DIVINE ENERGIES

Egyptian texts indicate that when the Master of the Uni-

verse came into existence, the whole creation came into

existence. The Ancient Egyptian texts emphasize that the

Complete One contains all. The Ancient Egyptian text

reads:
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“I am many of names and many of forms, and my Being

exists in every neter”.

The Divine energy that manifests itself in the creation

cycle is defined by its constituent energy aspects that

were called neteru by the Ancient Egyptians. The NeTeRu

are the forces of NaTuRe.

The Egyptian word neter or nature or netjer means a

power that is able to generate life and to maintain it when

generated. As all parts of creation go through the cycle of

birth-life-death-rebirth, so are the driving energies dur-

ing the stages of this cycle. It is therefore that the Ancient

Egyptian neteru being divine energies went and continue

to go through the same cycle of birth-growth-death and

renewal. Such understanding was common to all, as

noted by Plutarch, that the multitude forces of nature

known as neteru are born or created, subject to continu-

ous changes, age and die and are reborn.

We can give the example of the caterpillar that is born,

who lives, then builds its own cocoon, where it dies or

better yet transforms into a butterfly, who lays eggs, and

on and on. What we have here is the cyclical transforma-

tion from one form/state of energy to another.

Another example is the water cycle—the water that evap-

orates, forming clouds that rain back to earth. It is all

an orderly cyclical transformation of energies in various

forms—the death of one state and the rebirth of another.

When you think of neteru—not as “gods and god-

desses”—but the cosmic energy forces, one can see the

Ancient Egyptian system as a brilliant representation of
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the universe. Philosophically, this cyclical natural trans-

formation is applicable to our saying:

“The more things change, the more they stay the same”.

In scientific circles, this is known as the natural law of con-

servation of energy, which is described as: the principle that

energy is never consumed but only changes form, and that

the total energy in a physical system, such as the universe,

cannot be increased or diminished.

3.4 A MATTER OF ENERGIES

The Ancient and Baladi Egyptians made/make no dis-

tinction between a metaphysical state of being and one

with a material body. Such a distinction is a mental illu-

sion. We exist on a number of different levels at once,

from the most physical to the most metaphysical. Einstein

agreed with the same principles.

Since Einstein’s relativity theory, it has been known and

accepted that matter is a form of energy—a coagulation

or condensation of energy. Energy is made up of mole-

cules rotating or vibrating at various rates of speed. In

the “physical” world, molecules rotate at a very slow and

constant rate of speed. That is why things appear to be

solid, for our earthly senses. The slower the speed, the

more dense or solid the thing. In the metaphysical (spirit)

world, the molecules vibrate at a much faster, or ethereal

dimension—where things are freer and less dense.

In this light, the universe is basically a hierarchy of ener-

gies, at different orders of density. Our senses have some

access to the densest form of energy, which is matter. The

hierarchy of energies is interrelated, and each level is sus-
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tained by the level below it. This hierarchy of energies is

set neatly into a vast matrix of deeply interfaced natural

laws. It is both physical and metaphysical.

This matrix of energies came as a result of the initial act

of creation. This matrix of energies was identified with

the neteru (gods/goddesses) in Ancient Egypt.

The presence of energy in everything was long recog-

nized by the Ancient and Baladi Egyptians. That there are

cosmic energies (neteru) in every stone, mineral, wood,

etc., is stated clearly in the Shabaka Stele (8th century

BCE):

And so the neteru (gods, goddesses)entered into their

bodies, in the form of every sort of wood, of every sort

of mineral, as every sort of clay, as everything which

grows upon him (meaning earth).

The universal energy matrix encompasses the world as

a product of a complex system of relationships among

people (living and dead), animals, plants, and natural and

supernatural phenomena. This rationale is often called

Animism because of its central premise that all things

are animated (energized) by life forces. Each minute par-

ticle of everything is in constant motion, i.e. energized,

as acknowledged in the kinetic theory. In other words,

everything is animated (energized)—animals, trees, rocks,

birds, even the air, sun, and moon.

The faster form of energies—these invisible energies in

the universe—are called spirits by many. Spirits/energies

are organized at different orders of densities, which

relates to the different speeds of molecules. These faster
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(invisible) energies inhabit certain areas, or are associated

with particular natural phenomena. Spirits (energies)

exist in family-type groups (i.e. related to each other).

Energies may occupy, at will, a more condensed energy

(matter), such as human, animal, plant, or any form. The

spirit animates the human body at birth, and leaves it at

death. Sometimes, more than one energy spirit enters a

body. We often hear a person ‘not feeling himself/herself’,

or is ‘temporarily insane’, ‘possessed’, ‘beside oneself’, or

a person has multiple personalities. The energies (spirits)

have an effect on all of us, to one degree or another.

Since the created universe is orderly, its energy matrix is

likewise a well-oiled machine with nine interpenetrating

and interacting realms.

3.5 OUT OF EGYPT

The very thing that is now called the Christian religion

was already in existence in Ancient Egypt, long before the

adoption of the New Testament. The British Egyptolo-

gist, Sir E. A. Wallis Budge, wrote in his book, The Gods of

the Egyptians [1969],

“The new religion (Christianity) which was preached

there by St. Mark and his immediate followers, in all

essentials so closely resembled that which was the out-

come of the worship of Osiris, Isis, and Horus”.

The similarities, noted by Budge and everyone who has

compared the Egyptian Osiris/Isis/Horus allegory to the

Gospel story, are striking. Both accounts are practically

the same, e.g. the supernatural conception, the divine

birth, the struggles against the enemy in the wilderness,
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and the resurrection from the dead to eternal life. The

main difference between the “two versions”, is that the

Gospel tale is considered historical and the Osiris/Isis/

Horus cycle is an allegory. The spiritual message of the

Ancient Egyptian Osiris/Isis/Horus allegory and the

Christian revelation is exactly the same.

The British scholar A.N. Wilson pointed out in his book,

Jesus:

“The Jesus of History and the Christ of Faith are two

separate beings, with very different stories. It is diffi-

cult enough to reconstruct the first, and in the attempt

we are likely to do irreparable harm to the second”.

There is an undeniable irony and a profound, deep, unde-

niable truth in Hosea’s prophetic saying, “Out of Egypt

have I called my Son.” A deep irony indeed.

3.6 EGYPTIAN COSMOLOGY AND ALLEGORIES

The cosmological knowledge of Ancient Egypt was

expressed in story form, which is a superior means for

expressing both physical and metaphysical concepts. Well

crafted allegories are the only way to explain the deepest

truths about God, creation, life, the soul, our place in the

universe, and our struggle to evolve to higher levels of

insight and understanding.

Allegories are an intentionally chosen means for commu-

nicating knowledge. Allegories dramatize cosmic laws,

principles, processes, relationships and functions, and

express them in an easy to understand way. Once the

inner meanings of the allegories have been revealed, they

become marvels of simultaneous scientific and philo-
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sophical completeness and conciseness. The more they

are studied, the richer they become. The ‘inner dimen-

sion’ of the teachings embedded into each story are capa-

ble of revealing several layers of knowledge, according

to the stage of development of the listener. The “secrets”

are revealed as one evolves higher. The higher we get, the

more we see. It is always there.

Any good writer or lecturer knows that stories are the

best means for explaining the behavior of things, because

the relationships of parts to each other, and to the whole,

are better maintained by the mind. The Egyptian sages

transformed common factual nouns and adjectives (indi-

cators of qualities) into proper but conceptual nouns.

These were, in addition, personified so that they could be

woven into narratives.

The Egyptians did not believe their allegories to be his-

torical facts. They believed IN them, in the sense that they

believed in the truth behind the stories.

The Ancient Egyptians had numerous allegories, such as

the Osiris/Isis/Horus allegory.
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CHAPTER 4.

DISCOVER THE POWERS WITHIN YOU

4.1 TAKING CONTROL OF YOUR PERSONAL LIFE

While others insist that all humans were “born sinners”, the

Egyptian teachings emphasize and build on the positive

that within each human being is a “treasure” which can

be found only by looking for it. The Egyptian teachings

unleashes the inner hidden potential of the human being

to recognize and balance the energies within to learn,

gain knowledge, and achieve.

Each one of us must know how to manage this energies

within and around ourselves, including all the forces,

desires, emotions, etc., within each of us. Social laws must

follow the same pattern of the energy organization of the

universe. As Above So Below.

In concentrations, especially when they are massive and

uncontrolled, this energy matrix within is potentially

dangerous, even deadly. Being hyperactive or angry are

human examples of uncontrolled massive energies. It is

therefore of paramount importance that the energy

matrix be understood, managed and controlled.
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The principle of cosmic order on all levels including

human beings is simply called ‘Maat’ by the Egyptians.

Ma-at is the netert (goddess) that represents the principle

of cosmic order. The concept by which not only men, but

also the neteru (gods, goddesses) themselves were gov-

erned and without which the neteru (gods, goddesses) are

functionless.

To solve any problem in your life you need to empower

your Maat within to bring order, balance and harmony.

Maat will guide you in sorting out (giving definition to/

bringing order to) all the chaos (the undifferentiated

energy/matter and consciousness) within. More about

Maat later on in this chapter.

4.2 PURSUE YOUR OWN PATH TO THE SOURCE

In Egypt, what we now call ‘religion’ was so widely

acknowledged that it did not even need a name, because it

is life itself in all its aspects. All their knowledge that was

based on cosmic consciousness was embedded into their

daily practices, which became traditions.

The Egyptian model is not about the outer world, or a

community of believers, or dogma, scriptures, rules, or

rituals. It is not simply believing that God is this, or God

is that or that. It is not just asking one to “believe” and one

is automatically in God’s graces. The Egyptian model of

consists of ideas and practices that provide the tools for

any spiritual seeker to progress along each’ s Path towards

“union with the Divine”.

This spiritual Path towards union requires one to engage

in the hard, and sometimes painful (but joyful), commit-
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ment to inner and outer purification. The seeker must

gain knowledge of reality/truth, do well in everything,

and apply what he/she has learned in the world. It is a

philosophy of life, a way of individual behavior in order

to achieve the highest morality and internal happiness

and peace.

The general perception of mysticism is that it is possible

to achieve communion with God, by attaining knowledge

of spiritual truth through intuition acquired by fixed

meditation. The Egyptian model for gaining knowledge is

based on the utilization of both intellect and intuition.

The natural principles and practices of the Egyptian

model are as common in the West as in the East. A mysti-

cal seeker is anyone who believes that it is possible to have

direct experience of God. The Egyptian model of mys-

ticism is a natural expression of personal religion. The

seeker has the right to pursue a life of contemplation,

seeking contact with the Source of being and Reality. The

mystical seekers pursue knowledge of the Reality/Truth

of God that cannot be gained through dogmatic religions.

The Egyptian model of mysticism (Sufism) is not a matter

of creed and dogma, but rather of a personal charter. Each

one of us is a unique individual. The Ancient Egyptians

implemented their beliefs in the individuality of each of

us, in all their texts. For example, there were never two

identical transformational (funerary) or medical (so-

called “magical”) texts for any two individuals. There is no

one-size-fits-all dogmatic doctrine.

The Egyptian model recognizes the uniqueness of each

individual, and as such recognizes that the Paths to God
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are as numerous as the number of seekers. The ways to

God are like the streams—they all go to one source. All

Egyptian thinking is based on this principle—variation on

a theme.

The mystical seekers generate their own kinds of collec-

tive life. Like-minded seekers form networks of masters

and disciples called the Ways. The framework of a Way is

better described as a fellowship. An Egyptian model mystic

fellowship (order) can be formed anytime and anywhere.

The diversity of humankind is reflected in the diversity

of fellowships. Hence, fellowships vary in their nature,

teachings, exercises, etc.

The progression along the spiritual Path is acquired

through striving, and is a matter of conscious disciplined

action. Each new/raised consciousness is equivalent to a

new awakening. The levels of consciousness are referred

to as death—rebirth. Such thinking has pervaded Ancient

(and present-day) Egypt, where birth and rebirth are a

constant theme. The word death is employed in a figura-

tive sense. The theme that man must “die before he dies”

or that he must be “born again” in his present life is taken

symbolically, or is commemorated by a ritual. In this, the

candidate has to pass through certain specific experiences

(technically termed “deaths”). A good example is baptism,

which was the main objective at Easter, after Lent—rep-

resenting death of the old self by immersion into water,

and rising of the new/renewed self by resurfacing out of

the water.
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4.3 THE MORES AND MORALS OF MAAT

According to the Egyptian philosophy, though all cre-

ation is spiritual in origin, man is born mortal but con-

tains within himself the seed of the divine. His purpose in

this life is to nourish that seed, and his reward, if success-

ful, is eternal life, where he will reunite with his divine

origin. Nourishing plants in the soil is analogous to nour-

ishing the spirit on earth by doing good deeds.

Man comes into the world with the higher divine fac-

ulties, which are the essence of his/her salvation, in an

unawakened state. The way of the Egyptian religion is,

therefore, a system of practices aimed at awakening the

dormant higher faculties.

The faculty awakening emphasis of the Egyptian religion

cannot be over stressed. Moral behavior, for example,

does not come about from merely learning certain values,

but is gained by both the mind and acquired by experi-

ence. Inner purification must be completed by practicing

good social behavior daily in life. Every action impresses

itself upon the heart. The inward being of a person is

really the reflection of his deeds and actions. Doing good

deeds thus establishes good inner qualities; the virtues

impressed upon the heart in turn govern the actions of

the limbs. As each act, thought, and deed makes an image

on the heart, it becomes an attribute of the person. This

maturation of the soul through acquired attributes leads

to progressive mystical visions and the ultimate unifica-

tion with the Divine.

The Ancient Egyptian wisdom has always laid great

emphasis on the cultivation of ethical behavior and ser-
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vice to society. The Egyptian traditions and practices

emphasize character building, good behavior, family val-

ues, desirability and benefits of marriage, harmonic rela-

tionships, societal duties, work ethics, accountability, etc.

One must live his/her own life, and each one of us must

go his/her own way, guided by Ma-at. The concept of

Ma-at has permeated all Egyptian writings, from the ear-

liest times and throughout Egyptian history. Ma-at is not

easily translated or defined by one word. Basically, we

might say that it means that which, of right, should be;

that which is according to the proper order and harmony

of the cosmos and of neteru and men, who are part of it.

Ma-at, The Way, encompasses the virtues, goals, and

duties that define the acceptable, if not ideal, social inter-

action and personal behavior.

A summary of the Egyptian concept of righteousness can

be found in what is popularly known as the Negative Con-

fessions. A more detailed picture of a righteous man and

the expected conduct and the ideas of responsibility and

retribution can be obtained from the walls of tomb-

chapels and in several literary compositions that are usu-

ally termed as ‘wisdom texts’ of systematic instructions,

composed of maxims and precepts. Among them are the

30 chapters of the Teaching of Amenemope (Amenhotep III),

which contain many wisdom texts that were later

adopted in the Old Testament’s Book of Proverbs.
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CHAPTER 5.

MAKING DEMOCRACY WORK!

5.1 PRESENT PROBLEMS AND OLD SOLUTIONS

In all democratic countries citizens are dissatisfied with

their governance system and claim that it does not repre-

sent their interests. Many defend the status quo by saying

that the alternative is worse.

Here are some recognizable major problems:

– Money influence in politics

– Special interests lobbyists in decision making

process of the governance system

– Career politicians and not community representa-

tives

– A total paralysis between branches of government

– Individual voting of candidates is based on a per-

sonality contest and not true representation, like

‘which candidate would you have a beer with?!’ or

‘Which candidate looks more stiffer than the other!’

– Political parties’ distinctions are so muted that in

many cases there is no real practical difference and
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the results will favor those with more money and/or

more ‘magnetic personality’!

But there are alternatives to fix present problems by

going to the untainted origin of such a system. It has been

said and repeated that Greece is the source of democracy

and the democratic system of governance. Shear repeti-

tions of things may make people feel good but on merits

repetitions will not make them facts without supporting

evidence!

Let us revisit the untainted Egyptian source which Plato

adopted in his writings of the Republic, Laws and others

parts of his Collected writings.

5.2 COMMONWEALTH VS. CENTRALIZED

GOVERNMENT

It’s commonly accepted by all politicians at all levels of

government that ‘All Politics are local’. The Ancient

Egyptian system being a truly grassroots system, starts

at the local level. In order to protect the individuality of

the polity and its sociopolitical coherence, a co-op sys-

tem between several polities was needed—this would be

the commonwealth-type alliance, where coalitions are

formed to share specific duties and responsibilities that

can benefit all of them. This was organized—as con-

firmed by Strabo—into basically three levels—local com-

munity, district jurisdiction(county), and province (state).

These organizational forms varied from one area to

another, and from one era to another. Ancient Egyptians

had traditions of these non-coercive political organiza-

tions.

Unlike the autocratic centralized-type government, the
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form of a commonwealth-type government recognizes

the importance of the grassroots—local communities.

Coalitions are formed to share specific duties and respon-

sibilities that can benefit all of them, such as communal

public projects, trades, treaties of non-aggression, rights

of passage, etc.

Contrary to academia’s autocratic thinking, the Ancient

Egyptian organizational government was not formed

from the top (pharaoh) to the bottom (local community).

It was formed from the bottom to the top—from local

communities to districts to regional and “national”—each

under its selected governance. Each organizational level

was the same form, only mirrored on a smaller/larger

scale, being a representative council with its administra-

tive superintendents.

The elders, representing the established lineages of the

community, formed a council (legislative body), which

elected a headman. This eldership assisted the headman

in the governance of the community. The council of

elders served as a court that helped the headman allocate

access to resources (such as land, water rights, etc.), orga-

nized public works, etc.

The Ancient Egyptian political system was consistent

with our present-time slogans of“limited government”,

“government by necessity”, “the best government is the least

government”, and “government from the people, by the peo-

ple, and for the people”.

Alliances between communities/regions can be resolved,

changed or restructured, i.e. government by necessity—for
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specific purpose(s) and/or duration(s), and they did so

throughout the Ancient Egyptian history. We should not

misunderstand such changes to mean upheaval/chaos,

but the true application of Live and Let Live. This is a true

grassroots democracy. An example would be the state of

the whole land of Egypt during this 22nd Dynasty, which

may be deduced from the long inscription of King Takelot

II (860-835 BCE), in the temple of Karnak. From this text,

it is clear that there were several regional governments,

each with their own king/leader. There were no signs of

wars or strife during this time, contrary to western acad-

emia’s perception.

Western academia is obsessed with a centralized type

government and without such a governance type, it

means chaos, strife, and civil war, …etc!

The Egyptian system is the true form of a grassroots re-

public democracy that was the source of Plato’s Collected

Dialogues on the subjects of Laws and Republic.

5.3 PEOPLE PARTICIPATION—INDIVIDUALS

WITHIN A FORUM/CAUCUS

Individuals have the right to choose their local repre-

sentatives who will represent the collective interests of a

community on all levels. To choose a representative for

a special purpose/mission/task, a caucus type form was

conducted.

In matters of regular local nature, an individual may par-

ticipate in their local council/elders public meetings. Also

an individual may submit a petition on any matter and a

response was mandatory from the authorities in charge,
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as evident in hundreds of recovered Ancient Egyptian

papyri.

5.4 FAIR TAXATION WITH JUSTIFICATION

There was no income tax of any kind. There were user’s

fees for gaining a particular access and/or service. It was

a truly free market system with minimal governmental

interference. It was a vibrant market economy.

A community council may impose a justifiable propor-

tioned fee for a specific duration to raise funds for a

particular project. Only affected/benefited parties were

obliged to pay. In short there were specific-purpose tax/

fee and never a general taxation which went to the trea-

sury for spending on “general” purposes!

5.5 ROOTS AND REMEDIES OF INTERNAL

CONFLICTS

In a society the paramount feature should be that ‘one for

all and all for one’. Having grassroots democratic represen-

tation ensures peaceful existence between all. Conflicts if

any were resolved in several ways depending on the com-

plexity of the issue. For more detailed info read Ancient

Egyptian Culture Revealed by Moustafa Gadalla.

5.6 EXTERNAL CONFLICTS—WAR AND PEACE

As will be explained in a later chapter there was no such

a thing as ownership of land. One had the right to lease a

piece of land for a reason or another and paid a leasing

fee. The sociopolitical system described above of’ live and

let live’ does not create this false sense of “nationalism“gov-

erned by artificial borders . As such boundary conflicts

were minimal.
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It is widely recognized that the Egyptians (ancient and

present) are an un-warlike people. It is therefore that

Egypt was not interested in an empire, and certainly not

in military occupation. Egypt was only interested in neu-

tralizing the hostile elements that threatened to disrupt

her own security. Egypt had to rely almost exclusively on

foreign mercenaries for such a task. The pharaohs of the

New Kingdom utilized diplomacy and marriage to for-

eign princesses to avoid conflict, with force only being

used when all else failed.

War, for the Ancient Egyptians, followed rules as strict as

a chess game and had specific rituals. They were truly the

civilized people. A war had a profound religious signifi-

cance. It symbolized the forces of order controlling chaos

and the light triumphing over darkness.

In Ancient Egyptian temples, tombs, and texts, human

vices are depicted as foreigners (the sick body is sick

because it is/was invaded by foreign germs). Foreigners

are depicted as subdued—arms tightened/tied behind

their backs—to portray inner self-control. The most vivid

example of self control is the common depiction of the

Pharaoh (The Perfected Man), on the outer walls of

Ancient Egyptian temples, subduing/controlling foreign

enemies—the enemies (impurities) within.

The same “war” scene is repeated at temples throughout

the country, which signifies its symbolism and not a rep-

resentation of actual historical events. The “war” scenes

symbolize the never-ending battle between Good and

Evil.

Western academicians are incapable of understanding
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metaphysical realities, and hence “make” historical events

out of metaphysical concepts. The famed “Battle of Kadesh”

is really the personal drama of the individual ‘divine man’

(the king in each of us) single-handedly subduing the

inner forces of chaos and darkness. Kadesh means holy/

sacred. Therefore, the Battle of Kadesh signifies the

inner struggle—a holy war within each individual.
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CHAPTER 6.

DEALING WITH MOTHER EARTH

6.1 TENANTS NOT OWNERS

The concept of land for the Egyptians (Ancient and Bal-

adi) doesn’t accept the premise that land is a property that

can be owned. For them, people have the right to occupy a

land, only if they work it, and they can only own the fruit

of their labor. The Ancient Egyptians had no verb mean-

ing ‘to possess’, ‘to have’, nor any verb meaning ‘to belong to’.

Farmers are allowed access to the land only if they culti-

vate it. This concept of land is found in many countries in

the world—being called public land (or some other simi-

lar term). The idea is that the land is “owned” by the gov-

ernment (meaning people) and access is provided for the

people to work it in a certain way (mining, grazing, etc.).

The farmers’ work was/is closely associated with local

(and regional) water resource superintendents.

6.2 TREAD LIGHTLY

The Ancient and Baladi Egyptian beliefs in Animism were

also reflected in their traditional relationships between
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people and earth. The Egyptians believed/believe that

land had no value apart from people, and, conversely, that

people could not exist without land. They recognize and

respect the supernatural residents of the land—any land.

The spirits of a place (trees, rock outcroppings, rivers,

snakes, and other animals and objects) were identified

and placated by the original founders, who arrived and

inhabited the land at an earlier time. The spirits of the

land might vary with each place, or be so closely identi-

fied with a group’s welfare that they were carried to a new

place, as part of the continuity of a group with its former

home.

The rights of a group, defined by common genealogical

descent, were linked to a particular place and the set-

tlements within it, not through “ownership”, but because

of their pact with the primordial spirits of the land/site.

The spirits, both of family and place, demanded loyalty

to communal virtues and to the authority of the elders in

maintaining ancient beliefs and practices.

Newcomers (spiritual migrants) join the local spirit pop-

ulation in a new covenant between themselves and the

local spirits. This covenant legitimized their arrival. In

return for regular homage to these spirits, the founders

could claim perpetual access to local resources. In so

doing, they became the lineage in charge of the hereditary

local priesthood and village headship, and were/are rec-

ognized as “tenants of the place” by later human arrivals.

6.3 KEEP IT CLEAN

This spirit of Animism makes people environmentalists,

for they treat everything with care and respect. Such
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coexistence with nature—in all its forms—was a manda-

tory requirement of each person. Here are a few of the

well-known Ancient Egyptian 42 Negative Confessions

that emphasize that one must be true environmentalist in

order to succeed in reuniting with the Source.

7- I have not plundered the neteru.

16- I have not laid waste the ploughed land.

22- I have not polluted myself.

34- I have not fouled the water.

36- I have never cursed the neteru.

Neteru means the divine essence (spirits) living in every-

thing—plants, air, water, minerals, …etc.

6.4 PEACE ON EARTH

Such respect for the spirits of the land is indicative of a

peaceful (non-invasive) people who will not violate any-

body or any land. Egyptians, as such, are very peaceful

people. For the Ancient and Baladi Egyptians, stepping on

a foreign land in peace or in war, was done with careful

consideration to the land and all its inhabitants—human

and otherwise.
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CHAPTER 7.

DISCOVER THE MASONIC POWERS OF

EGYPT

7.1 THE EGYPTIAN MASONIC SYMPHONY

The masons claim that their rites, knowledge and tra-

ditions are rooted in Egypt. The masons are members

of a widespread secret fraternal society called ‘Free and

Accepted Masons’ (popularly known as Freemasonry).

There is a natural, instinctive fellowship and sympathy

between their members.

Modern masons claim their deep roots from the Ancient

Egyptians. It is interesting that the obelisk and the pyra-

mid were important symbolic forms for them, long

before Egyptology and archaeology began. The Founding

Fathers of America (many of whom were masons), put

the un-American pyramid on the dollar bill, and chose

the shape of an obelisk for the design of a monument for

George Washington, also a mason.

Herodotus, the father of history and a native Greek,

stated in 500 BCE:
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“Now, let me talk more of Egypt for it has a lot of

admirable things and what one sees there is superior to

any other country.”

The superior Ancient Egyptian monuments are the physi-

cal manifestation of their superior cosmic knowledge, for,

as stated in Asleptus III (25) of Hermetic Texts:

“…in Egypt all the operations of the powers which rule

and work in heaven have been transferred to earth

below…it should rather be said that the whole cosmos

dwells in [Egypt] as in its sanctuary…”

Therefore, we must forego viewing the Ancient Egyptian

monuments as an interplay of forms against a vague his-

torical, archaeological presentation. Instead, we must try

to see it as the dwelling place of the cosmos, as the rela-

tionship between form and function.

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe (1749-1832) described

architecture as “frozen music”. In Ancient Egypt, archi-

tecture was animated visual music—definitely not frozen.

Egyptian architecture and art followed the principles of

harmonic dynamic design that equally applies to sound

and form.

Sound and form are two sides of the same coin, and their

relationship is equated to the metaphysical and physical

aspects of the universe.

The physical manifestation of the universe is a master

piece of order, harmony, and beauty. The architecture of

bodily existence is determined by an invisible, immaterial

world of pure form and geometry.
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The Ancient Egyptians, who were/are known as doers

(builders), put their knowledge and wisdom into ani-

mated, energetic, productive works.

The design of Ancient Egyptian architecture was based

on harmonic proportion. Musical harmonies are likewise

based on harmonic proportion. It has been said that

music is in reality geometry translated into sound, for in

music the same harmonies can be heard, which underlie

architectural proportion.

The famed Mozart was a Mason, just like his father and

many notable people in his era. His music was the spirit of

the past of the Ancient Egyptian traditions. His crowning

achievement was the Masonic Opera, where the power of

masonry becomes the power of music by using Masonic

symbols.

7.2 PERSONAL MONUMENTS OR ENERGY

GENERATORS

It is the common tendency to ignore the religious func-

tion of the Ancient Egyptian temples. We must try to see

it as the relationship between form and function. Instead,

they are viewed by many as merely an art gallery and/or

an interplay of forms against a vague historical presenta-

tion.

In reality, the Egyptian temple was the link, the propor-

tional mean, between the macrocosmos (world) and

microcosmos (man). It was a stage on which meetings

were enacted between the neteru (gods/goddesses) and

the king, as a representative of the people.

The Egyptian temple was a machine for generating and
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maintaining divine energy for the benefit of one and all.

It was the place in which the cosmic energy of the neteru

(gods/goddesses) came to dwell and radiate their energies

to the land and people.

The harmonious power of the temple plans, the images

engraved on the walls, and the forms of worship—all led

to the same goal; a goal that was spiritual, as it involved

setting superhuman forces in motion, and practical, in

that the final awaited result was the maintenance of the

country’s prosperity.

The choice of location and design peculiarities of a tem-

ple were not based on economical considerations, but

rather on a deeper knowledge of the macrocosmos.

The Egyptian temples were not built quickly, or by one

king alone. Such temples were built over the centuries, by

successive kings. A good example is the huge complex of

the great Karnak Temples, which was built over a span

of more than 1,500 years. The Karnak Temples features

six pylons, and is an imposing and homogeneous achieve-

ment that produced a harmonious plan of buildings cov-

ering about 7,550 ft. [2,300 m] in perimeter. It is obvious

that the overall plan pre-existed and that it was known to

those who made the additions over a span of more than

1,500 years.

7.3 ARCHITECTURE AND SACRED GEOMETRY

Harmonic design in Ancient Egyptian architecture was

achieved through a unification of two systems:

1. arithmetic (significant numbers along a center-line

axis)
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2. graphic (square, rectangles, and a few triangles).

The union of the two systems reflects the relationship of

the parts to the whole, which is the essence of harmonic

design.

Significant points were determined along the design axis.

These points mark the intersection with transverse axes,

the alignment of a central doorway, the position of an

altar, the center of a sanctuary, etc. These significant

points follow a precise arithmetic progression. In many

of the best plans, these significant points are at harmonic

distances from one another, and their distances from one

end to the other express the figures of the Summation (so-

called Fibonacci) Series, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144,

233, 377, 610, . . . The harmonic analysis shows a series of

significant points readable from both ends, i.e. if inverted,

a system of significant points would also correspond to

the Series with the reference point starting at the oppo-

site end of the plan.

The Summation Series was utilized in the Egyptian mon-

uments ever since the Old Kingdom. The design of the

pyramid temple of Khafra (Chephren) at Giza reaches

the figure of 233 cubits in its total length, as measured

from the pyramid, with a complete series of TEN signif-

icant points. The Karnak Temple follows the Summation

Series’ figures up to 610 cubits, i.e. TWELVE significant

points. [See diagrams of several Ancient Egyptian temples

in Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture by Moustafa

Gadalla.]
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7.4 LET ENERGY FLOW

In order to maintain the unity of the temple, its compo-

nents must be connected so that the cosmic energy can

flow throughout its parts unimpeded.

The unity of the components of the temple must be like

the components of the human body. The walls of a temple

consist of blocks and corners, and such components

(blocks) must be connected together in a way that allows

the flow of divine energy, just like the parts of the human

being. It is incorrect to merely think that a connection

between two components/parts is only to ensure the

structural stability of the part(s) and the whole building.

We can take clues from the human body (the house of

the soul) when reviewing the Egyptian temple (the house

of cosmic soul/energy/neteru). The human body is con-

nected with muscles, …etc., but veins and nerves are not

interrupted at the bone joints of the skeleton. The living

Ancient Egyptian temple was designed likewise. Bas-

reliefs of all sizes, as well as the hieroglyphic symbols,

span two adjoining blocks with total perfection. The

intent is very clear—to bridge over the joint between

adjacent blocks (next to each other, or on top of each

other).

The blocks themselves were joined together in some type

of nerve/energy system. A continuation of energy flow

required special interlocking patterns. The practice of

joining blocks together prevailed in every Egyptian tem-

ple throughout the known history of Ancient Egypt. [See

more detailed information in Ancient Egyptian Metaphysi-

cal Architecture by Moustafa Gadalla.]
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7.5 PYRAMID POWER

We were taught in schools that the pyramids are nothing

but tombs which were built by tyrant Pharaohs, and that

slaves were used to haul these big stones up temporary

ramps, in the construction of these pyramids. These com-

monly held views are without any evidence.

When one examines the facts, especially as one visits the

pyramids, one will find that the commonly held beliefs

about the pyramids are so incredibly illogical that you

may doubt yourself.

Here we provide a little information about ‘Pyramid

power’. Many researchers found that there was some

property in the pyramidal shape that made it responsible

for extraordinary powers. They experimented with vari-

ous items, by placing each item in the equivalent position

of the “King’s Room”, within a scaled model of a correctly

oriented pyramid. They found out that highly perishable

materials were preserved, blunt old-fashioned carbon

steel razor blades regained their sharp edges after an

overnight stay, etc. Many concluded that the pyramidal

shape itself was responsible: which somehow changed the

physical, chemical, and biological processes that might

take place within that shape. This experimentation led to

the phenomenon known as “Pyramid Power”.

One feels the power of these Egyptian pyramids, when

inside or outside them, because their configurations are

harmonically proportioned.

The pyramids were harmonically proportioned to act/

function in the same fashion as greenhouses, i.e. to attract
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and retain certain energies. In the case of the Egyptian

pyramid, it should be called the bluehouse effect.

In the case of greenhouse effect, it is the retention of

heat from sunlight at the earth’s surface, caused by atmos-

pheric carbon dioxide that admits shortwave radiation

but absorbs the long wave radiation emitted by the earth.

In the case of the bluehouse effect, the building retains the

orgone energy. Orgone comes from outer space. It is what

makes the stars twinkle, and the sky blue.

The subject of the pyramids cannot be covered in a few

pages. For a comprehensive coverage of this subject, read

Egyptian Pyramids Revisited by Moustafa Gadalla.
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CHAPTER 8.

READING THE WRITINGS ON THE

[EGYPTIAN] WALL

8.1 THE CHARACTER OF EGYPTIAN ART

Art, like anything in Egyptian life, was a part of the Mas-

ter Plan of man and the universe. The Egyptians were able

to reduce their universal environment into a rational and

finite system. Accordingly, the art had a canon of propor-

tion, to which it should conform. As a result, the ground

plan and elevations of an Egyptian building, as well as

statues, etc., reflected a particular and a meaningful math-

ematical order.

The careful definition of the separate planes of this cubi-

cal universe is revealed, in an art which is essentially two

dimensional. In order to represent three-dimensional

objects on a plane surface, the Egyptians avoided the per-

spectival solution of the problem. That resulted in a two-

dimensional profile with the exception of a few parts of

the body, like the eyes and sometimes the horns.

The Egyptian artist presented, in his work, the idea of

objects rather than their exact realization in a spatial con-
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text. Their creative artistic concept is similar to God’s

creative actions. As a result of God’s Word (utterance), the

world was created.

Similarly, every creative work of art, even a statue, has

inscriptions describing the action or defining its purpose

as well as the names of the actors.

Additionally each statue, painting, relief or building had

to undergo on its completion the ritual of the Opening of

the Mouth to ensure that it was transformed from an inan-

imate product of man’s hands into a vibrant part of the

divine order charged with numinous power.

The end result is an unfrozen, vibrant, dynamic, expres-

sive and active “art”.

8.2 THE DYNAMIC WALLS (BAS-RELIEF)

The Egyptian sculptures, friezes, and paintings were care-

fully planned according to harmonic, geometric, and pro-

portional laws.

The walls of the Egyptian temple were covered with ani-

mated images—including hieroglyphs—to facilitate the

communication between the above and the below. The

Ancient Egyptian framework was usually a square, repre-

senting the manifested world (squaring of the circle).

Additionally, the square grid itself had the symbolic

meaning of the manifested world, which also made it easy

to construct the root rectangles of 2, 3, and 5,from/within

a square background. The corners of squares and root

rectangles were defined by notches along the perimeter,

or carefully defined by incised lines.
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Design that is based on root rectangles is called generative

dynamic design, which only the Egyptians practiced.

Egyptian sacred objects and buildings have geometries

based upon the division of space attained by the root rec-

tangles and their derivatives, such as the Neb (Golden)

Proportion.

The Egyptian bas-relief composition shows that its

designer proportioned the picture, as well as the groups

of hieroglyphs, by the application of whirling square rec-

tangles to a square. The outlines of the major square are

carefully incised into the stone by short bars.

Practically all figures on the walls of the Egyptian build-

ings are in profile form, indicative of action and interac-

tion between the various symbolic figures. A wide variety

of actions in the forms are evident. Wall depictions show

very active and interactive actions with amazing symbol-

ism.

A common example is how some figures are shown with

two right/left hands. An active right hand symbolizes giv-

ing. An active left hand signifies receiving. When the

symbolic role of the person is wholly active, he is shown

with two right hands. When his role is wholly passive, he

has two left hands.

8.3 COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS OR MUNDANE

ART

The scenes of daily activities, found inside Egyptian

tombs, show a strong perpetual correlation between the

earth and heavens. The scenes provide graphical repre-

sentations of all sorts of activities: hunting, fishing, agri-

culture, law courts, and all kinds of arts and crafts. Por-
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traying these daily activities, in the presence of the neteru

(gods, goddesses) or with their assistance, signifies their

cosmic correspondence—a strong perpetual correlation

between the earth and heavens.

This perpetual correlation—cosmic consciousness—was

echoed in Asleptus III [25] of the Hermetic Texts:

“…in Egypt all the operations of the powers which rule

and work in heaven have been transferred to earth

below…it should rather be said that the whole cosmos

dwells in [Egypt] as in its sanctuary…”

Every action, no matter how mundane, had in some sense

a cosmic corresponding act: plowing, sowing, reaping,

brewing, the sizing of a beer mug, building ships, waging

wars, playing games—all were viewed as earthly symbols

for divine activities. In other words, for Ancient (and

Baladi) Egyptians, every ‘physical’ aspect of life had a

symbolic (metaphysical) meaning. But also, every sym-

bolic act of expression had a ‘material’ background. As

Above So Below and As Below So Above.

8.4 SYMBOLISM

A symbol, by definition, is not what it represents, but

what it stands for, what it suggests. A symbol reveals to

the mind a reality other than itself. Words convey infor-

mation; symbols evoke understanding.

In the Egyptian temples, the Ancient Egyptians utilized

pictorial symbols to represent metaphysical concepts. As

the saying goes, ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’. In

Egyptian symbolism, the precise role of the neteru (gods/

goddesses) are revealed in many ways: by dress, head-
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dress, crown, feather, animal, plant, color, position, size,

gesture, sacred object (e.g., flail, scepter, staff, ankh), etc.

A chosen symbol represents that function or principle, on

all levels simultaneously—from the simplest, most obvi-

ous physical manifestation of that function to the most

abstract and metaphysical. This symbolic language rep-

resents a wealth of physical, physiological, psychological

and spiritual data in the presented symbols.

8.5 ANIMAL SYMBOLISM

For the Ancient Egyptians, each animal/bird symbolizes

and embodies certain divine functions and principles, in

a particularly pure and striking fashion. As such, the ani-

mal or animal-headed neteru (gods/goddesses) are sym-

bolic expressions of a deep spiritual understanding.

When a total animal is depicted in Ancient Egypt, it rep-

resents a particular function/attribute in its purest form.

When an animal-headed figure is depicted, it conveys that

particular function/attribute in the human being.

Let us take the example of the dog which embodies the

essence of spiritual guidance. The dog/jackal is known

for its reliable homing instinct, day or night. The dog is

very useful in searches, and is the animal of choice to

guide the blind. As such, it is an excellent choice for guid-

ing the soul of the deceased through the regions of the

Duat.

The metaphysical role of Anubis, the dog is reflected in

his diet. The dog/jackal feasts on carrion, turning it into

beneficial nourishment. In other words, Anubis repre-

sents the capacity to turn waste into useful food for the
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body (and soul)—as in the alchemical way—transforming

lead into gold.

Several examples of animal symbolism can be found in

Egyptian Divinities: The All Who Are THE ONE, by

Moustafa Gadalla.

8.6 THE THREE ROLES OF EACH HIEROGLYPHIC

IMAGE

The Ancient Egyptians’ pictorial system is commonly

called hieroglyphs, which comprises a large number of

pictorial symbols. The word, hieroglyph, means holy

script (hieros = holy, glyphein = impress).

The metaphorical and symbolic concept of the hiero-

glyphs was unanimously acknowledged by ALL early

writers on the subject, such as Plutarch, Diodorus,

Clement, etc.

The ‘Hieroglyphics’ of Horapollo’ is the only true hiero-

glyphic treatise preserved from classical antiquity. It con-

sists of two books, one containing 70 chapters, the other

119, each dealing with one particular hieroglyph. The

relations between sign and meaning were according to

Horapollo always of an allegorical nature, and it was

always established by means of ‘philosophical’ reasoning.

Accordingly each hieroglyph has a short heading describ-

ing either the hieroglyph itself in simple terms, as for

instance ‘the explanation of the picture of a falcon’, or

else stating the nature of the allegorical subject to be

explained, such as ‘how to signify eternity’, or ‘how to sig-

nify the universe’.

Likewise Clement of Alexandria in Stromata Book V, chap-
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ter IV tells us the two main roles (Literal and Symbolic)

of the Egyptian hieroglyphs, and how the later (Symbolic)

contains two roles—being figurative and allegoric [mysti-

cal]:

“The Egyptian Hieroglyphic, of which one aspect is by

the first elements is literal, and the other Symbolic. Of

the Symbolic, one kind speaks literally by imitation,

and another writes as it were figuratively; and another

is quite allegorical, using certain enigmas.”

[I] On the first role/subject—literally by imitation Clement

Stromata Book V, chapter IV, continues:

“Wishing to express Sun in writing, they make a circle;

and Moon, a figure like the Moon, like its proper

shape”.

[II] On the second role/subject—figurative Clement Stro-

mata Book V, chapter IV, continues:

“But in using the figurative style, by transposing and

transferring, by changing and by transforming in

many ways as suits them, they draw characters”.

[III] On the third role/subject—allegorical Clement Stro-

mata Book V, chapter IV, continues:

“Let the following stand as a specimen of the third

species-the Enigmatic. For the rest of the stars, on

account of their oblique course, they have figured like

the bodies of serpents; but the sun, like that of a beetle,

because it makes a round figure of ox-dung, and rolls

it before its face. And they say that this creature lives
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six months under ground, and the other division of the

year above ground, and emits its seed into the ball, and

brings forth; and that there is not a female beetle.”

Clement like ALL classical writers of antiquities asserted

that the Egyptian hieroglyphics represent true images of

the divine law. The relations between sign and meaning

were always of an allegorical nature, and it was always

established by means of ‘philosophical’ reasoning.

To summarize, the symbolic Egyptian hieroglyphic writ-

ing is basically divided into three roles:

1) the Imitative (an object represents itself),

2) the Figurative (an object stands for one of its qual-

ities) and

3) the Allegorical (an object is linked through enig-

matic conceptual processes).

In fact, these categories describe relations between visual

forms and their meanings. A visual form may be mimetic

or imitative, directly copying features of the object it rep-

resents; it may be associative, suggesting attributes which

are not visually present such as abstract properties inca-

pable of literal depiction; and finally, it may be symbolic,

meaningful only when decoded according to conventions

or systems of knowledge which, though not inherently

visual, are communicated through visual means.

Much more about this subject can be found in The Egypt-

ian Hieroglyph Metaphysical Language by Moustafa Gadalla.
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CHAPTER 9.

EXTENT OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN

CIVILIZATION

9.1 AGE OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN

CIVILIZATION

Herodotus reported that he was informed by Egyptian

priests that “the sun had twice set where it now rose, and

twice risen where it now set.” The statement indicates that

the Ancient Egyptians counted their history for more

than one zodiac cycle of 25,920 years.

The Ancient Egyptian history extended to a complete

zodiac cycle of 25,920 years, plus a partial zodiac cycle,

between 10948 BCE [the beginning point of our present

zodiac cycle] and the end of the Age of Aries when

Ancient Egypt lost its independence. Thus, the antiquity

of Ancient Egypt is [25,920 + (10,948 – 148)] = 36,720

years old.

That the Ancient Egyptian civilization is over 36,000

years old—and by extension that life on Earth is that

old—goes against Christian/western establishments. As a

result, it has been continuously repeated that the Pharaoh
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Mena (c. 31st century BCE) is reputed to have “unified

Egypt” and began the Ancient Egyptian civilization.

The chronology of the Ancient Egyptian Pharaohs, since

the time of Mena, came basically from Manetho in the 3rd

century BCE. Manetho’s work has not survived—we have

only the commentaries on it by Sextus Africanus [c. 221

CE] and Eusebius of Caesarea [c. 264–340 CE].

According to Eusebius, Manetho ascribed great antiquity

to Pharaonic Egypt, with the age of the Ancient Egyptian

antiquities of 36,000 years, which is consistent with the

accounts of Herodotus. This is in a general agreement

with other accounts and evidential findings, such as

Diodorus of Sicily [Diodorus I, 24] and the Ancient

Egyptian document known as the Turin Papyrus—an

original Egyptian document dating from the 17th

Dynasty [c. 1400 BCE].

The physical evidence also supports this remote antiquity

of Ancient Egypt—despite the fact that so much archaeo-

logical evidence from such remote times has been buried

much below the present groundwater levels, due to the

phenomenon of the rising Nile Valley whereby the silta-

tion from the annual floodwaters of the Nile continually

raised the ground elevation of the lands and subsequently

the ground water levels.

Evidence remains from many Ancient Egyptian texts,

temples, and tombs, which corroborates the accounts of

the Greek and Roman writers. For example, temples

throughout Egypt make reference to being originally

built much earlier than its “dynastic history”. The texts

inscribed in the crypts of the temple of Hathor at Dendera
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clearly state that the temple that was restored during the

Ptolemaic Era was based on drawings dating back to King

Pepi of the 6th Dynasty (2400 BCE). The drawings them-

selves are copies of documents that are thousands of years

older from the time of Servants of Horus. [Detailed and

extensive elaboration on this subject matter is found in

the book: Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed by Moustafa

Gadalla.]

9.2 THE MOST POPULOUS, RICHEST AND

INFLUENTIAL

Egypt was the most dominant, populous, and famed

country in the ancient world, as affirmed by Diodorus,

Book I, [31, 6-9],

“In density of population Egypt far surpassed of old all

known regions of the inhabited world, and even in our

own day is thought to be second to none . .”

Superficially, Ancient Egypt seems isolated and distinct

from the rest of the world, isolated by the deserts that

hem in the narrow valley of the Nile. Yet the Egyptians

were in constant contact with other countries. Classical

writers such as Plutarch, Herodotus, and Diodorus told

how Ancient Egypt had peaceful colonies throughout the

world. Diodorus of Sicily, Book I, [29, 5], states:

“In general, the Egyptians say that their ancestors sent

forth numerous colonies to many parts of the inhabited

world, by reason of the pre-eminence of their former

kings and their excessive population;”

Diodorus, Book I, [28, 1-4], tells of some Egyptian peaceful

colonies that were reported to him in Asia and Europe:
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“. . . a great number of colonies were spread from Egypt

over all the inhabited world. To Babylon, for instance,

colonists were led by Belus, who was held to be the son

of Poseidon and Libya . . .

. . . They say also that those who set forth with Danaus,

likewise from Egypt, settled what is practically the old-

est city of Greece, Argos, and that the nation of the

Colchi in Pontus and that of the Jews, which lies

between Arabia and Syria, were founded as colonies by

certain emigrants from their country. . .”

By virtue of the eminence of the Egyptian colonists in

Asia and Europe, they played a major role in the country

of their new settlements. Diodorus, Book I, [28,6-7], dis-

cusses the significant role of the Egyptian colonists as

rulers of these new colonies.

Lastly, it should be noted that Ancient Egyptian records

(as well as records in other areas) have countless names of

places in the world that are not recognizable in our pre-

sent time. Names of places, ethnic groups, and countries

keep on changing. The names of European countries just

100 years ago, for example, are unrecognizable to most

present-day Europeans. Eventually, when these records

disappear, a few centuries from now, the names of such

countries will be totally unrecognizable.

In numerous locations in the world, there are references

to tanned/brown-skinned people who provided enlight-

enment in regions throughout the world. They are

described as:

1. of “oriental” origin and characteristics.
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2. un-warlike people who settled peacefully among

the local population.

3. highly advanced in metallurgy, and have manufac-

tured large quantities of metal products.

4. highly organized and very talented in manage-

ment.

5. highly advanced in dry weather farming, irriga-

tion, etc.

6. experienced builders and artisans, and have built

megalithic tombs, etc.

7. very religious people who had Animistic beliefs.

The above descriptions can only apply to one coun-

try—Egypt.

Immigration from Egypt occurred in several waves. It

was closely related to events in Ancient Egypt. Some left

in prosperous times to pursue business contacts. The

majority left in stressful times.

For more information about the Egyptian immigration

waves to sub-Sahara and interior Africa, read Exiled Egyp-

tians: The Heart of Africa, by Moustafa Gadalla.

For more information about the Egyptian immigration

waves to the Iberian Peninsula, read Egyptian Romany: The

Essence of Hispania, by Moustafa Gadalla.
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TRF PUBLICATIONS

Tehuti Research Foundation (T.R.F.) is a non-profit,

international organization, dedicated to Ancient Egypt-

ian studies. Our books are engaging, factual, well

researched, practical, interesting, and appealing to the

general public. Visit our website at:

http://www.egypt-tehuti.org

E-mail address: info@egypt-tehuti.org

The publications listed below are authored by T.R.F.

chairman,

Moustafa Gadalla.

The publications are divided into three categories:

[I] Current Publications in English Language

[II] Earlier Available Editions in English Language

[III] Current Translated Publications in Non English

Languages[Dutch, French,German, Italian, Japan-

ese, Portuguese, Russian & Spanish]

[I] Current Publications in English Language
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The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt Mat-

ters

e-book edition in either PDF,EPub or MOBI format [Free

of charge]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-50-1

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446- 51-8

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-52-5

This book is intended to provide a short concise

overview of some aspects of the Ancient Egyptian civi-

lization that can serve us well nowadays in our daily life

no matter where we are in this world. The book cov-

ers matters such as self empowerment, improvements to

present political, social, economical and environmental

issues, recognition and implementations of harmonic

principles in our works and actions, etc.

The Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed, 2nd ed.

Retail Price: $5.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 9.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-65-5

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-66-2

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-67-9

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-40-2 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-68-6

The Concise Edition reveals several aspects of the
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Ancient Egyptian culture, such as the very remote antiq-

uities of Egypt; the Egyptian characteristics and religious

beliefs and practices; their social/political system; their

advanced comprehensive sciences including astronomy;

their advanced medicine; their excellent farming and irri-

gation techniques; their advanced knowledge and pro-

duction of the highest quality manufactured products;

and much more.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of the cosmic correlation practices in Ancient

Egypt; their temples; their languages both pictorial and

alphabetical; their musical heritage; their transportation

infrastructure; and the workings of their market econ-

omy.

Isis : The Divine Female

Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 5.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-25-9

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446- 26-6

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-31-0

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-22-8 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-32-7

The Concise Edition explains the divine female principle

as the source of creation-both metaphysically and phys-

ically; the relationship (and one-ness) of the female and
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male principles; explanation of about twenty female

deities as the manifestations of the feminine attributes;

the role of Isis’ ideology throughout the world; and much

more. This book will fill both the mind with compre-

hensive information as well as the heart—with the whole

spectrum of emotions.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of the feminine dual nature of Isis with Neph-

thys; Isis’ role as the Virgin Mother; the numerology of

Isis and Osiris; the allegory of Isis, Osiris and Horus; and

other related miscellaneous items.

Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd edition

Retail Price: $4.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 5.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-44-0

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-46-4

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-48-8

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-37-2 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-49-5

The Concise Edition surveys the applicability of Egypt-

ian cosmological concepts to our modern understanding

of the nature of the universe, creation, science, and phi-

losophy. Egyptian cosmology is humanistic, coherent,

comprehensive, consistent, logical, analytical, and ratio-

nal. Discover the Egyptian concept of the universal
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energy matrix and the creation process accounts. Read

about numerology, dualities,trinities,etc.; how the human

being is related to the universe; the Egyptian astronomi-

cal consciousness; the earthly voyage; climbing the heav-

enly ladder to reunite with the Source; etc.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of the pictorial metaphysical images; numer-

ical significance of numbers six thru ten; how the social

and political structures were a reflection of the universe;

the cosmic role of the pharaoh; and the interactions

between earthly living and other realms.

Egyptian Alphabetical Letters of Creation Cycle

Retail Price: $4.99 USD, For [200 pages] e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-87-7

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-88-4

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-89-1

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-34-1 [Pending]

This book focus on the relationship between the sequence

of the creation cycle and the Egyptian ABGD alphabets;

the principles and principals of Creation; the cosmic

manifestation of the Egyptian alphabet; the three primary

phases of the creation cycle and their numerical values;

the creation theme of each of the three primary phases,

as well as an individual analysis of each of the 28 ABGD

alphabetical letters that covers each’ s role in the Creation

Cycle, its sequence significance, its sound and writing

form significance, its numerical significance, its names &
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meanings thereof, as well as its peculiar properties and

nature/impact/influence.

Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way, 2nd ed.

Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 5.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-53-2

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-54-9

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-55-6

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-39-6 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-56-3

The Concise Edition explains how Ancient Egypt is the

origin of alchemy and present-day Sufism, and how the

mystics of Egypt camouflage their practices with a thin

layer of Islam. The book also explains the progression of

the mystical Way towards enlightenment, with a coherent

explanation of its fundamentals and practices. It shows

the correspondence between the Ancient Egyptian calen-

dar of events and the cosmic cycles of the universe.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of basic training practices; samples of Ancient

Present Egyptian festivals; the role of Isis as the ‘Model

Philosopher’; and other related miscellaneous items.

Egyptian Divinities: The All Who Are THE ONE, 2nd ed.
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Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 4.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-57-0

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-58-7

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-59-4

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-41-9 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-60-0

The Concise Edition shows how the Egyptian concept of

God is based on recognizing the multiple attributes of the

Divine. The book details more than 100 divinities (gods/

goddesses); how they act and interact to maintain the

universe; and how they operate in the human being—As

Above so Below, and As Below so Above.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of the manifestations of the neteru (gods, god-

desses) in the creation process; narrations of their mani-

festations; man as the universal replica; the most common

animals and birds neteru; and additional male and female

deities.

The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity, 2nd ed.

Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 5.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format
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ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-75-4

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-76-1

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-77-8

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-78-5 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-86-0

The Concise Edition reveals the Ancient Egyptian roots

of Christianity, both historically and spiritually. This

book demonstrates that the accounts of the “historical

Jesus” are based entirely on the life and death of the

Egyptian Pharaoh, Twt/Tut-Ankh-Amen; and that the

“Jesus of Faith” and the Christian tenets are all Egyptian

in origin—such as the essence of the teachings/message,

as well as the religious holidays.

The Expanded Edition includes additional topics to

demonstrate that the major biblical ancestors of the bib-

lical Jesus—being David, Solomon and Moses are all

Ancient Egyptian pharaohs as well as a comparison

between the creation of the universe and man (according

to the Book of Genesis) and the Ancient Egyptian cre-

ation accounts.

The Egyptian Pyramids Revisited, Third Edition

Retail Price: $4.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 5.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-79-2

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-80-8
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ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-81-5

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-45-7 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-82-2

The Concise Edition provides a complete information

about the pyramids of Ancient Egypt in the Giza Plateau.

It contains: the locations and dimensions of interiors and

exteriors of these pyramids; the history and builders of

the pyramids; theories of construction; theories on their

purpose and function; the sacred geometry that was

incorporated into the design of the pyramids; and much,

much more.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussion

and details of the interiors and exteriors of the Saqqara’s

Zoser Stepped “Pyramid” as well as the three Snefru

Pyramids that were built prior to the Giza Pyramids. It

also discusses the “Pyramid Texts”; and the works of the

great pharaohs who followed the pharaohs of the Pyra-

mid Age. It also include an appendix about the roof forms

and their mystical designations in the Ancient Egyptian

works.

The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture

Retail Price: $4.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 9.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-61-7

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-62-4
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ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-63-1

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-38-9 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-64-8

The Concise Edition reveals the Ancient Egyptian

knowledge of harmonic proportion, sacred geometry,

and number mysticism; as manifested in their texts, tem-

ples, tombs, art, hieroglyphs, …etc., throughout their

known history. It shows how the Egyptians designed

their buildings to generate cosmic energy; and the mysti-

cal application of numbers in Egyptian works. The book

explains in detail the harmonic proportion of about 20

Ancient Egyptian buildings throughout their recorded

history.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of the symbolism on the walls; the interactions

between humans and the divine forces; Egyptian tombs,

shrines and housing; as well as several miscellaneous

related items.

Sacred Geometry and Numerology, 27 double pages

Retail Price: $ 2.99 USD, For e-book edition in PDF for-

mat

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-23-5

This e-document is an introductory course to learn the

fundamentals of sacred geometry and numerology, in its

true and complete form, as practiced in the Egyptian tra-

ditions.
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The Egyptian Hieroglyph Metaphysical Language

Retail Price: $4.99 USD, For e-book [150 pages] edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-95-2

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-96-9

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-97-6

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-36-5 [Pending]

This book covers the Egyptian Hieroglyph metaphysical

language of images/pictures- the language of the mind/

intellect/divine; the scientific/metaphysical realities of

pictorial images (Hieroglyphs) as the ultimate medium

for the human consciousness that interpret, process and

maintain the meanings of such images; how each hiero-

glyphic image has imitative and symbolic (figurative and

allegorical) meanings; the concurrence of modern science

of such multiple meanings of each image; how Egyptian

hieroglyphic images represent metaphysical concepts; the

metaphysical significance of a variety of about 80 Egypt-

ian Hieroglyphic images.

The Ancient Egyptian Universal Writing Modes

Retail Price: $5.99 USD, For e-book [420 pages] edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-91-4

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-92-1

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-93-8

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-35-8 [Pending]

This book will show how the Egyptians had various
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modes of writings for various purposes , and how the

Egyptian modes were falsely designated as “separate lan-

guages” belonging to others. ;the falsehood of having dif-

ferent languages on the Rosetta (and numerous other like)

Stone; evaluation of the “hieratic’ and “demotic” forms of

writing. The book will also highlight how the Egyptian

alphabetical language is the MOTHER and origin of all

languages (as confirmed by all writers of antiquities); and

how this one original language came to be called Greek,

Hebrew, Arabic and other ‘languages’ throughout the

world—through deterioration of sound values via ‘sound

shifts’, as well as foreign degradation of the original

Egyptian writing forms.

The Enduring Ancient Egyptian Musical System—Theory

and Practice, Second Edition

Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For Concise [320 pages]e-book

edition in either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 5.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-69-3

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-70-9

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-71-6

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-42-6 [Pending]

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-72-3

The Concise Edition explains the cosmic roots of Egypt-

ian musical and vocal rhythmic forms. Learn the fun-
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damentals (theory and practice) of music in the typical

Egyptian way: simple, coherent, and comprehensive.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of an inventory of Ancient Egyptian musical

instruments explaining their ranges and playing tech-

niques. It also discusses Egyptian rhythmic dancing and

musical harmonic practices by the Ancient Egyptians;

and other miscellaneous items.

Egyptian Musical Instruments, 2nd ed.

Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For e-book [150 pages] edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-47-1

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-73-0

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-74-7

This e-book presents the major Ancient Egyptian musical

instruments, their ranges, and playing techniques.

The Musical Aspects of the Ancient Egyptian Vocalic Lan-

guage

Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For e-book [120 pages] edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF): 978-1-931446-83-9

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446-84-6

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-85-3

ISBN-13(pbk.): 978-1-931446-33-4 [Pending]

This book will show that the fundamentals, structure,
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formations, grammar, and syntax are exactly the same

in music and in the Egyptian alphabetical language. The

book will show the musical/tonal/tonic Egyptian alpha-

betical letters—being derived from the three primary

tonal sounds/vowels; the fundamentals of generative

phonology; and the nature of the four sound variations of

each letter and its exact equivalence in musical notes; the

generative nature of both the musical triads and its equiv-

alence in the Egyptian trilateral stem verbs; utilization

of alphabetical letters and the vocalic notations for both

texts and musical instruments performance; and much

more.

Egyptian Romany: The Essence of Hispania, 2nd ed.

Retail Price: $3.99 USD, For Concise e-book edition in

either PDF,EPub or MOBI format

Retail Price: $ 5.99 USD, For Expanded e-book edition in

PDF format

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF.): 978-1-931446-43-3

ISBN-13(e-book-EPub): 978-1-931446- 90-7

ISBN-13(e-book-MOBI): 978-1-931446-94-5

ISBN-13(e-book-PDF-Expanded ed.):

978-1-931446-98-3

The Concise Edition reveals the Ancient Egyptian roots

of the Romany (Gypsies) and how they brought about the

civilization and orientalization of Hispania, over the past

6,000 years. The book shows also the intimate relation-

ship between Egypt and Hispania archaeologically, his-

torically, culturally, ethnologically, linguistically, etc.; as a
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result of the immigration of the Egyptian Romany (Gyp-

sies) to Iberia.

The Expanded Edition includes additional discussions

and details of the mining history of Iberia; the effects

of Assyrians and Persians attacks on Ancient Egypt and

the corresponding migrations to Iberia; the overrated

“Romans” influence in Iberia; and other miscellaneous

items.

[II] Earlier Available Editions in English Language

— continue to be available in e-book/PDF Format

Historical Deception: The Untold Story of Ancient Egypt, 2nd

ed. (eBook-PDF)

Retail Price:$9.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446- 09-1

Reveals the ingrained prejudices against Ancient Egypt

from major religious groups and western academicians.

Tut-Ankh-Amen: The Living Image of the Lord (e-book/

PDF), 144 pages

Retail Price:$3.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446- 12-1

The identification of the “historical Jesus” as that of the

Egyptian Pharaoh, Twt/Tut-Ankh-Amen.

Exiled Egyptians: The Heart of Africa (e-book/PDF)
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Retail Price:$9.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-10-5

A concise and comprehensive historical account of Egypt

and sub-Sahara Africa for the last 3,000 years.

The Twilight of Egypt (e-book/PDF)

Retail Price:$3.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-24-2

A concise and comprehensive historical account of Egypt

and the Egyptians for the last 3,000 years.

Egyptian Cosmology: The Animated Universe, 2nd ed. (e-

book/PDF)

Retail Price:$4.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-03-7

See description above under Egyptian Cosmology, The Ani-

mated Universe, 3rd edition.

Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way, 1st ed. (e-book/PDF)

Retail Price:$4.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-15-0

See description above under Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of

The Way, 2nd edition.
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Egyptian Divinities: The All Who Are THE ONE, 1st ed. (e-

book/PDF)

Retail Price:$3.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-07-5

See description above under Egyptian Divinities: The All

Who Are The One, 2nd edition.

Egyptian Harmony: The Visual Music (e-book/PDF)

Retail Price:$4.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-08-2

See description above under The Ancient Egyptian Meta-

physical Architecture.

The Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed, 1st ed. (e-book/

PDF)

Retail Price:$9.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446- 28-0

See description above under The Ancient Egyptian Culture

Revealed, 2nd ed.

Egyptian Rhythm: The Heavenly Melodies (e-book/PDF)

Retail Price:$3.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-14-3
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See description above under The Enduring Ancient Egypt-

ian Musical System.

Egyptian Musical Instruments, 1st ed. (e-book/PDF):

Retail Price:$3.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446-21-1

This e-book presents the major Ancient Egyptian musical

instruments, their ranges, and playing techniques.

The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity, 1st ed. (e-book/

PDF)

Retail Price:$5.99 USD

ISBN-13: 978-1-931446- 30-3

See description above under The Ancient Egyptian Roots of

Christianity, 2nd ed.

Pyramid Handbook, 2nd ed. (e-book/PDF)

Retail Price:$4.99 USD

ISBN-10: 1-931446-11-3

See description above under Egyptian Pyramids Revisited.

Egyptian Romany: The Essence of Hispania, 1st ed. (e-book/

PDF)

Retail Price:$3.99 USD
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ISBN-10: 1-931446-20-2

See description above under Egyptian Romany: The Essence

of Hispania, 2nd ed.

[III] Current Translated Publications in Non English

Languages[Dutch, French,German, Italian, Japan-

ese, Portuguese, Russian & Spanish] —available in e-

book Format

Details of All Translated Publications are to be found

on our website

Dutch Translations of Publications in English Lan-

guage:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters

• Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.

• The Egyptian Pyramids Revisited

• The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture

• The Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed

• The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity

• Egyptian Musical Instruments

Check website for additional translated publications

———————————————————————————————
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French Translations of Publications in English Lan-

guage:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters

• Sacred Geometry and Numerology

• Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.

• The Egyptian Pyramids Revisited

• The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture

• The Egyptian Hieroglyph Metaphysical Language

• The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity

• Egyptian Musical Instruments

> Check website for additional translated publications

——————————————————————————————————

German Translations of Publications in English Lan-

guage:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters

• Sacred Geometry and Numerology

• The Egyptian Pyramids Revisited

• The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.
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• The Egyptian Hieroglyph Metaphysical Language

> Check website for additional translated publications

———————————————————————————————————–

Italian Translations of Publications in English Lan-

guage:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters

• Sacred Geometry and Numerology

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.

• The Egyptian Pyramids Revisited

• The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture

• The Egyptian Hieroglyph Metaphysical Language

• The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity

• Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way

> Check website for additional translated publications

——————————————————————————————————

Japanese Translations of Publications in English Lan-

guage:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters

• Sacred Geometry and Numerology
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• Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.

• The Egyptian Pyramids Revisited

• The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture

• The Egyptian Hieroglyph Metaphysical Language

• The Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed

• Egyptian Musical Instruments

> Check website for additional translated publications

——————————————————————————————————

Portuguese Translations of Publications in English

Language:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.

• The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity

> Check website for additional translated publications

——————————————————————————————————

Russian Translations of Publications in English Lan-

guage:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters
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• Sacred Geometry and Numerology

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.

• The Egyptian Pyramids Revisited

• The Ancient Egyptian Metaphysical Architecture

• The Egyptian Hieroglyph Metaphysical Language

• The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity

• Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way

• Egyptian Musical Instruments

> Check website for additional translated publications

——————————————————————————————————

Spanish Translations of Publications in English Lan-

guage:

• Isis : The Divine Female

• The Untainted Egyptian Origin—Why Ancient Egypt

Matters

• Egyptian Cosmology, The Animated Universe, 3rd ed.

• Egyptian Romany: The Essence of Hispania, 2nd ed.

• The Ancient Egyptian Roots of Christianity

• Egyptian Mystics: Seekers of the Way

• Sacred Geometry and Numerology

> Check website for additional translated publications
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